The purpose of this paper is to give definitions of some new Hopf algebras analogous to the mod-p Steenrod algebras. For example, we produce a Hopf algebra over the integers whose reduction mod-p is the mod-p Steenrod algebra. Just for fun, we "quantize" these algebras too! Further study of the examples of this paper will be done in part II.
Deformations of Hopf Algebras
Suppose that k is a commutative ring with 1, and that (A, ι, µ, , ∆, S) is a Hopf algebra over k. Here, ι is the unit, the counit, µ the multiplication, ∆ the comultiplication and S the antipode of A. An n − parameter def ormation of A is a topological Hopf algebra (A h , ι, µ h , , ∆ h , S h ) over the power series ring k[ Two deformations A h and B h of the same Hopf algebra A are equivalent if there is an isomorphism f h : A h → B h of Hopf algebras over k [[ h] ] which is the identity mod h.
(We are using the notations and definitions of [2] .) We are assuming that the unit and counit of A h are obtained by simply extending those of A, so that there will be no difference in the notations for these maps, whether considered on A or on A h . Note that
and that µ h : A
[[ h]]⊗ k[[ h]] A[[ h]] → A[[ h]];
the completion indicated by "⊗" is the h-adic completion. We will also make the natural identification of k
[[ h]]-modules A[[ h]]⊗ k[[ h]] A[[ h]] ∼ = (A ⊗ k A)[[ h]]
without further comment. The trivial n-parameter deformation of A is the deformation where µ h , ∆ h and S h are obtained by extending µ, ∆ and S to A [[ h] ].
If B is any (topological) Hopf algebra (over a commutative (topological) ring), with comultiplication ∆ B and antipode S B , define the set of grouplike elements of B as:
We know that (see, e.g., [6] The proof of the following lemma is immediate. iii) Suppose that e,ẽ, g andg are grouplike elements of B. Let z andz in B satisfy ∆ B (z) = z ⊗ g + g ⊗ z and ∆ B (z) =z ⊗g +g ⊗z.
Then
∆ B (ze −zẽ) = (ze −zẽ) ⊗ ge + ge ⊗ (ze −zẽ) +zẽ ⊗ (ge −gẽ) + (ge −gẽ) ⊗zẽ.
iv) Suppose that z,z, e,ẽ, g andg are as in iii), and that furthermore, (z) = (z) = 0, and (e) = (ẽ) = (g) = (g) = 1. Then S B (ze −zẽ) = −S B (ge)(ze −zẽ)S B (ge) − S B (zẽ)(ge −gẽ)S B (ge) − S B (ge)(gẽ − ge)S B (ge)zẽS B (ge).
Let t be an indeterminate. If B is any (topological) Hopf algebra over a commutative ring, with coalgebra map ∆ B , then a curve over b 0 in B is an element
A curve over 1 is also called a divided power sequence in B. The set of curves in B is naturally a monoid under ordinary power series multiplication.
Notice that if A 0 is the trivial 1-parameter deformation of A, then the monoid of curves in A is naturally isomorphic with the monoid of grouplike elements in A 0 . The isomorphism is obtained by setting the "curve parameter" t equal to the "deformation parameter" h.
Similarly, one may define multiparameter curves over b 0 , where B is any Hopf algebra over a commutative ring, and b 0 ∈ B.
Given one grouplike element of a deformation of A, we may form many others as follows. Similarly, ii) follows from the definition of the trivial deformation, and the fact that we are tensoring over k [[ h] ] (at least), and the completeness of everything in sight with respect to the h-adic topology.
A special case of the lemma above is
is a homomorphism of monoids.
Suppose that a, b ∈ G(A h ). Write a − b as a power series in h:
where x α (a, b) ∈ A for every α. Define I(a, b) to be the two-sided ideal of A generated by the x α (a, b).
, where A 0 is the trivial n-parameter deformation of A; suppose also that (a) = (b) = 1. Then I(a, b) is a Hopf ideal in A.
Proof:
Let a = α a α h α and b = α b α h α , where a α and b α are in A for every α.
this implies that, for every γ,
which implies that I(a, b) is a co-ideal in A. Now, let S be the antipode for A (and by extension for A 0 ). Writing out equation ii) of the lemma above, we see also that I(a, b) is invariant under S:
Comparing like coefficients, we get the desired result. More generally, suppose that a and b are as above, but we have a factorization a = ge and b =gẽ in G(A h ), such that (g) = (e) = (g) = (ẽ) = 1. Let z,z be elements of A h such that (z) = (z) = 0, and
Write ze −zẽ as a power series in h:
where z α (z, e,z,ẽ) ∈ A for every α. Let I(g,g, e,ẽ, z,z) be the two-sided ideal of A generated by the x α (a, b) and the z α (z, e,z,ẽ), for every α. Theorem 1.0.5 Suppose that A h = A 0 is the trivial deformation of A; and a, b, g, e, z,g,ẽ andz are as above. Then I(g,g, e,ẽ, z,z) is a Hopf ideal of A.
Proof: One does calculations like those of the previous theorem (admittedly a bit more complicated to write down) based directly on properties iii) and iv) of Lemma 1.0.1; noting that ge = a andgẽ = b.
Examples
Let U be the free associative algebra over Z on a countably infinite set X = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n , . . .}; for convenience, set X 0 = 1. Then U is a Hopf algebra over Z with respect to the diagonal defined by
The counit is the map taking a polynomial in the noncommuting variables X i to its constant term. The values of the antipode S for U may be inductively computed using the formulas
which hold for all n > 0. For example, S(X 1 ) = −X 1 . Notice that since U is cocommutative, S 2 = id, so that S is invertible and is equal to its own inverse.
] be the trivial two-parameter deformation of U. Let α, β, δ, γ be any four power series in
. By the theorems in the previous section, the coefficients of the element
) is a Hopf algebra over the integers. We have deliberately not assigned a grading to the elements X i so far, but one may do this, as follows: choose an integer K, not equal to 0, and assign deg(X i ) = Ki. Then U becomes a graded Hopf algebra over the integers. We only point out that the multiplication on U ⊗ U that we want to use is NOT the graded multiplication
(If the reader does not like this, he or she may use only even degrees for the X i 's.) In any case, if one grades U, then we should impose a further condition on the elements α, β, δ, γ above; namely that they are all homogenous polynomials in h 1 , h 2 of the same degree. In this case, the generators that define J(α, β, δ, γ, f ) are homogeneous elements of U, and if J 0 (α, β, δ, γ, f ) is the homogeneous two-sided ideal generated by these homogeneous elements, we see that in fact J 0 (α, β, δ, γ, f ) is a graded Hopf ideal in U, and that U/J 0 (α, β, δ, γ, f ) is a graded Hopf algebra over the integers.
. .], the polynomial ring in the commuting indeterminates X 1 , . . . , X n , . . ., with coalgebra map
Example 2.0.7 Assign deg(X i ) = i, and let
Then we set U/J 0 (α, β, δ, γ, f ) = A 2 (Z), the integral version of the mod-2 Steenrod algebra.
According to Bullett-Macdonald [1] , the reduction mod-2 of this algebra over the integers is the mod-2 Steenrod algebra A 2 . This algebra was also studied in [7] .
, where p is an odd prime. Let
Then we set U/J 0 (α, β, δ, γ, f ) = A ev p (Z), the integral version of the even part of the mod-p Steenrod algebra.
Again, according to Bullett-Macdonald [1] , the reduction mod-p of this algebra is the mod-p Steenrod algebra modulo the Bockstein. 
Then, again, U/J 0 (α, β, δ, γ, f ) is a Hopf algebra over the integers, which we call A ev N (Z). In the next example, we take quotients of an extension of U. Let ∂ be a symbol different from, and not commuting with, any of the symbols X 1 , X 2 , . . .. Let U ∂ be the free associative algebra over the integers on the symbols ∂, X 1 , . . . , X n , . . . modulo the two-sided ideal generated by ∂ 2 . Grade U ∂ by setting deg(X i ) = 2iχ(N) as in the previous example and deg(∂) = 1. Now, on U ∂ ⊗ U ∂ we use the graded multiplication! We may then make U ∂ into a Hopf algebra by setting ∆(∂) = ∂ ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ ∂. Let U ∂,0 be the trivial two-parameter deformation of U ∂ with parameters h 1 , h 2 as above. Suppose α, β, δ, γ are as in the previous example; let g = f (α), e = f (β),g = f (δ),ẽ = f (γ), set a = ge and b =gẽ. Finally, set z = h 2 (∂g − g∂) andz = h 1 (∂g −g∂). Naturally we consider all of these as elements of U ∂,0 . One may verify: i) Using lemma 1.0.2, g, e,g,ẽ, z,z all satisfy the properties of the elements with the same names in lemma 1.0.1. (Even with the graded multiplication: this is because the coefficients of all the grouplike elements are of even degree.)
ii) Because the coefficients of all the grouplike elements have even degree, the conclusions of lemma 1.0.1 remain true as well, thus allowing us to use theorem 1.0.5 to conclude that the ideal in theorem 1.0.5 is in this particular case a Hopf ideal.
This allows us to exhibit Example 2.0.10 Let A N (Z) be the quotient of the Hopf algebra U ∂ (with graded multiplication on U ∂ ⊗ U ∂ ) by the two-sided ideal generated by the coefficients of the two power series
and
If N = p is an odd prime, then the mod-p reduction of A N (Z) is the mod-p Steenrod algebra, by the work of Bullett-Macdonald cited above.
If k is any commutative ring with 1, then U(k) = U ⊗ Z k (the free associative algebra on the set {X 1 , . . . , X n , . . .} over k) is a Hopf algebra over k, with the same diagonal map as above, and we may define Hopf algebras A ev N (k) following the procedure in the above examples.
Example 2.0.11 Suppose that k is a commutative ring. Suppose that q is an element of k.
Example 2.0.12 Suppose that k is a commutative ring, and that q is an element of k. Assign deg(X i ) = i in U(k), and let
Well, as the reader can see, we could go on and on in this way. Which of these examples are "interesting"? To this author, they are all intrinsically interesting in their own ways, and it is not so clear (right now, to this author) which examples should be of more general interest. However, these generalizations of the Steenrod algebra, and the fact that they seem to have global (not just infinitesimal) deformations (as coalgebras) might have some applications in algebraic topology. We may view, for example, the classical Adams spectral sequence as saying that infinitesimal deformations of the Steenrod algebra have something to do with homotopy groups of spheres. Is there a direct connection between global deformations of the Steenrod algebra and homotopy theory? Also, we have the two problems of "duality" and "representations". By the problem of "duality", we mean "What should the correct definition of the dual Hopf algebra be for these examples?" Since we are working over the integers (in general), and, as we shall see in the discussion of example 2.0.7 later in this section, "most" of the "interesting stuff" in many of the examples is torsion, there is no one correct definition of "the" dual. In particular, we are definitely not interested in working entirely within the category of, say, graded k-modules which are finitely generated and free over k in each degree. However, initially, it should be of interest to study (graded) Hom Z (−, Q/Z). By the problem of "representations", we mean of course "What are some interesting modules (or comodules) for these Hopf algebras?" The Steenrod algebras, for example, may be defined in terms of their natural representations on mod-p cohomology rings. At present we don't have any general answers to this question, although of course any module over the mod-2 Steenrod algebra is also a module for A 2 (Z) (for example) because of the natural surjection of A 2 (Z) onto the mod-2 Steenrod algebra. Also, as we shall see, there is a natural representation of A 2 (Z) on the divided power algebra over the integers.
We return to give just a few more somewhat different types of examples than the above, and finally, at the end of this section, we give an initial discussion of example 2.0.7.
The special thing about U and the curve f (t) in the above lies in the fact that U represents "curves over 1", f (t) being the prototypical curve over 1.
More generally, in fact, if A is any Hopf algebra over k, and φ(t) = ∞ i=0 a i t i is any curve in A, then we get a Hopf ideal J(α, β, δ, γ, φ) in A, exactly as above: by taking the coefficients of the element Here's another specific example. We use the definitions and theorems of [5] . Let p be a prime number, and let
i is any curve over 1 in U (p) , such that degree ζ i = 2i(p − 1) for every i, there exists a unique homomorphism of graded Hopf algebraŝ
such thatζ(X i ) = ζ i for every i. Thus the image ofζ is a graded Hopf subalgebra of U (p) which we shall call U (p),ζ . Notice that ζ is also a curve in U (p),ζ .
According to [5] , there exists a p-pure curve in the Hopf algebra U (p) : this is a curve
,E is the subalgebra of U (p) generated by the elements E 1 = X 1 , E p , E p 2 , . . . , E p n , . . . .
Now we get a lot more Hopf algebras!
Example 2.0.13 Let A = U (p),E , where E is a p-pure curve as above. Let the polynomials α, β, δ, γ be as in example 2.0.7 above. Then the coefficients of
generate a Hopf ideal of U (p),E , and we have a new Hopf algebra over Z (p) by taking the quotient.
Notice that the Hopf ideals in all the examples above are "quadratic" ideals in some sense. We may get "higher-order" ideals by replacing the element
Here, the φ i 's and theφ i 's must be curves, and the α i 's and δ i 's power series over k with no constant term. One may build even more general Hopf ideals as well. The rest of this section is devoted to a discussion of example 2.0.7. Discussions of other examples will be deferred to part II of this paper [4] .
The "generating function" for the graded Hopf ideal J 0 in U (by this we mean that the coefficients of the power series generate the ideal in question) is the power series in U 0
Inspecting the above generating function, we see that the coefficient of h 
The degree of a nm and b nm is (n + m)/2. Using these equations we prove a series of lemmas. For convenience, we denote the generator X i of U, and its image in A 2 (Z) by the same symbol X i . Lemma 2.0.14 For every i ≥ 0, X 1 X i = (i + 1)X i+1 in A 2 (Z).
Proof: If i ≥ 1, notice that a 1,2i+1 = X 1 X i , and b 1,2i+1 = (i + 1)X i+1 .
Corollary 2.0.15 For every
Proof: Use the previous lemma, and induction on i.
Let C = [A 2 (Z), A 2 (Z)] be the commutator ideal of A 2 (Z). This is a homogenous twosided ideal in A 2 (Z).
Lemma 2.0.16 For every i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0, in A 2 (Z) we have
Proof: We prove by induction on i: For all j ≥ 0, X i X j ≡ i + j j X i+j mod C.
For i = 1, this is implied by the above lemma. Now, consider X n X j , where n > 1, and we know that for all i < n, and for all b ≥ 0,
Let r = 2j + n and s = n; then j = (r − s)/2. Since b rs − a rs = 0 in A 2 (Z), we see that
by induction. Thus,
On the other hand,
Putting this together, we have
Let Λ(Z) be the free abelian group on a countably infinite set of generators T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n , . . .. Grade Λ(Z) by setting degree(T i ) = i, and put a ring structure on Λ(Z) by setting
In other words, Λ(Z) is the divided polynomial ring over the integers; it is a commutative ring.
] is isomorphic to Λ(Z) as a graded Z-algebra.
Proof: Define a ring homomorphism θ : U → Λ(Z) by θ(X i ) = T i , for every i. We need to show that θ(a nm − b nm ) = 0, then we will have an induced homomorphism Θ :
We may assume that n ≥ m, and n + m is even. Computing, we have
Setting d = (n + m)/2 and e = (n − m)/2, we have the above equal to
Since Λ(Z) is free as an abelian group on the set {T 1 , . . . , T n . . .},we may define an inverse homomorphism (of abelian groups) to Θ by the formula
. By lemma 2.0.16, this function is a homomorphism of rings.
Corollary 2.0.18 Let θ : U → Λ(Z) be the homomorphism of lemma 2.0.17. Then θ induces a isomorphism of Q-algebrasθ
Since Λ(Z) ⊗ Q is isomorphic as a Q-algebra to the polynomial ring Q[T ] in one variable over Q via the homorphism
Proof: The inverse to the map X i ⊗ 1 → T i /i! is the ring homomorphism given by T → X 1 ⊗ 1: by the second of the above lemmas, Proof: One has the following exact sequence of graded abelian groups (which are finitely generated in each degree)
given by the above lemmas. Thus
Tensoring this exact sequence with the rational numbers we get
Again, by the previous lemmas, the right-hand arrow here is an isomorphism, forcing the left-hand abelian group to be zero. Thus, [A 2 (Z), A 2 (Z)] consists entirely of torsion elements. We point out that lemmas similar to the some of the above lemmas are also true for the mod-2 Steenrod algebra [9] .
Finally, we would like to point out the following interesting fact. Suppose that instead of the homogeneous two-sided ideal J 0 of U generated by the coefficients of the generating function
), we take instead the homogeneous ideal I 0 of U generated by the "Adem relations" (for 0 < i < 2j)
and form the graded Z-algebra U/I 0 . (Here, we interpret the binomial coefficients as the integers that they in fact are, and use the convention that n m is zero if m > n.) Then I 0 is not a Hopf ideal in U, U/I 0 is not a Hopf algebra with respect to the induced coalgebra map, and, in fact, U/I 0 cannot be isomorphic to U/J 0 as an algebra. To see this note that the Adem relations above imply that X 2 1 = 0 in U/I 0 . Thus, again by considering the possible relations among the generators of U/I 0 in degree 1 and 2 implied by the Adem relations above, we see that in degree 1, U/I 0 is a free abelian group generated by X 1 and in degree 2, U/I 0 is a free abelian group generated by X 2 . Thus, the elements of U/I 0 ⊗ U/I 0 of degree 2 form a free abelian group generated by X 1 ⊗ X 1 , 1 ⊗ X 2 and X 2 ⊗ 1. If the coalgebra map ∆ of U descended to give a coalgebra map ∆ for U/I 0 , then on the one hand, ∆(X 
in U/I 0 . But, as noted above, X 1 ⊗ X 1 cannot be a torsion element of U/I 0 ⊗ U/I 0 . This also shows that U/I 0 cannot be isomorphic to U/J 0 as a graded algebra, because X 1 is a nonzero element of degree one in U/I 0 such that X One might say (if sense could be made of it) that A 2 (Z) represents a group scheme over the integers whose reduction mod 2 is represented by the mod-2 Steenrod algebra. (Unfortunately, A 2 (Z) is neither finitely generated as an algebra over the integers, nor is it commutative, nor is it torsion free; thus this description is not to be taken literally.)
Deformations by twisting
According to Drinfel'd [3] (see also [6] ), a (topological) quasi-bialgebra Q over a commutative (topological) ring R is an associative (topological) R-algebra with 1, with homomorphisms of algebras ∆ : Q → Q⊗Q (the comultiplication) and : Q → R (the counit), such that: a) There exists an invertible element Φ ∈ Q⊗Q⊗Q (the Drinfel'd associator for Q) with
for all a ∈ Q.
b) There exist invertible elements l, r ∈ Q such that for all a ∈ Q,
The elements l, r in the above definition are called the unit constraints for Q. From now on, we delete the word "topological". Drinfel'd [3] , [6] calls a quasi-bialgebra Q (notation as above) a quasi-Hopf algebra if there exist an invertible anti-automorphism S of Q and elements α and β of Q (which we shall call the "antipode constraints" for Q) such that if a ∈ Q and ∆(a) = a ⊗ a , then a) S(a )αa = (a)α, a βS(a ) = (a)β and
The map S will be called the antipode for Q. Actually, Drinfel'd makes the definition of a quasi-Hopf algebra explicitly only in the case r = l = 1, but in fact the definition above is implicitly contained in his work.
Drinfel'd [3] comments that "In the definition of quasi-Hopf algebra, before the words "there exist" should probably be inserted "locally with respect to Spec(k)". [We wrote R instead of k in the above.] We are not doing this, because we are primarily concerned with the case that k is a field or the ring of formal series over a field." Since we are not necessarily interested in working over fields, perhaps Drinfel'd's suggested insertion should be made.
We broaden our definition of "deformation" of a Hopf algebra A to also allow deformations A h that are perhaps only quasi-Hopf algebras. We will refer to such a deformation as a "quasi-Hopf algebra deformation".
Here, we discuss various examples of quasi-Hopf algebra deformations obtained by "twisting" (or "skrooching" [8] ).
Again, we work over the integers, and restrict our attention to U as above. Consider the trivial one-parameter deformation U[[h]] of U. Now, fix any two curves
(If one is interested in working in a graded context, as we will be later in [4] , one may make various homogeneity conditions on the E i 's and F i 's.)
Let
by the formula
Theorem 3.0.20 ∆ E,F defines a quasi-Hopf algebra deformation of U, which we will call U E,F . The multiplication, antipode, unit and counit of U E,F remain the same as in the trivial deformation (thus are obtained by extension from U).
The
The elements l, r required in the definition are l = SF (h) and r = SE(h). The elements α and β are α = β = r −1 l = E(h)SF (h).
Proof: In fact, the proof of this theorem is a straightforward enough calculation, by now essentially standard in the quantum group setting, and usually left as an exercise to the reader (in, for example, [2] , [6] , [3] , [8] ). However we write down some details here because it interests us to do so, and also because we are not in the case r = l = 1. Also, the calculations do not require U to be a free algebra, but only that U is a Hopf algebra with respect to ∆, , etcetera. So, in fact, we may replace U by any Hopf algebra, and E, F by any curves in that Hopf algebra. Since U is a free algebra on the X n 's, we need only check the conditions on each X n . Now, we first point out that
for every element ξ in U; thus
for every element
. Using this, we see that
Thus,
and so
On the other hand, a similar computation yields
Conjugating by Φ above, we get
Also, (from now on, we write
Checking the condition for l and r, we have (for all n):
For the assertion about the antipode: for all n > 0, Finally, E −1 EF −1 F EF −1 E −1 EF −1 F = EF −1 = α so that indeed S furnishes the antipode for ∆ E,F .
We also point out that U E,F is "almost cocommutative" with "universal R-matrix" equal to F E −1 ⊗EF −1 . In fact, one can quickly check that R = F E In conclusion, we make some remarks about the graded case. Here, we add the requirement that E and F satisfy the condition degree(E i ) = degree(F i ) = degree(X i ) = Ki for every i. Then one can calculate that the coefficients of h n in ∆ E,F (X m ) have degree Km + Kn; thus it is natural to assign the parameter h the degree −K. We would like to think of U [[h] ] as the completion of the polynomial ring U[h] with respect to the degree (in h) filtration. The ideal I of U above is replaced by a graded ideal I 0 in U. In U E,F /I 0 [[h]], if ξ is a homogeneous element of U/I 0 of degree r, the coefficient of h n in ∆ E,F (ξ) has degree Kn + r.
It is true that this paper presents a lot of examples in a rather disconnected way, without really giving a clearly stated and well-informed reason as to why any of the examples should be interesting. This is unfortunately due to the limitations of the author at this time: the examples were discovered and general procedures for producing them and some of their global deformations were noticed, but, what's the point? The point of view of the author is that at this time the discovery of these examples is interesting enough in itself to merit publication. At the least, one can regard this paper as giving an extremely short and purely algebraic proof that the mod-p Steenrod algebra is a Hopf algebra.
